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After being cast out of the Clan that had adopted her
as a child by the new leader, Ayla shares a lonely
valley with a herd of steppe ponies, harnesses their
power, and discovers speech and love with Jondalar,
a member of her own race. Reprint.
Major Marcus Reno's actions at the Battle of Little
Big Horn have been both criticized and lauded, often
without in-depth analysis. This book takes a fresh
look the battle and events leading up to it, offering
answers to unanswered questions. The author
examines the meanings of "orders" given in Custer's
command and how they were treated, the tactics and
fighting in the valley, Reno's alcoholism, and his last
stand on the hilltop named for him.
In this riveting new novel by the bestselling and
award-winning author of Shotgun Lovesongs, three
troubled construction workers get entangled in a
dangerous plan against an impossible deadline. Why
is it being built here, and why so quickly? These are
the questions Cole, Bart, and Teddy, the three
principals of True Triangle Construction, ask
themselves when they are hired to finish a project for
a mysteriously wealthy homeowner. Nestled in the
mountains outside of Jackson, Wyoming, the house
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is a masterpiece, unlike anything they've done
before. Once finished, it promises to be the
architectural prize of Jackson and could put True
Triangle on the map. But despite the project's lure,
the owner is intent on having it built in a matter of
months, an impossible task made irresistible by the
exorbitant bonus that awaits them if they succeed. A
bonus that could change the course of their
business, and their lives. Up against the fateful
deadline, and the looming threat of a harsh Wyoming
winter, Cole, Bart, and Teddy are willing to do
anything to get the money, even if it means risking
life, limb, and family. And what becomes an
obsession for all three quickly builds to tragic
consequences for some. Struck through with heartpounding danger and an arresting lyricism,
Godspeed is a stark exploration of the haves and the
have-nots, a cautionary tale of greed and violence
that asks: How much is never enough?
The reports are issued in two forms; as an ordinary
Blue book presented to both houses of Parliament,
printed on common paper and in octavo size; and a
limited number is printed on thick paper, in small
quarto size. The pagination of the First report is
different in the two editions, the type having been
entirely re-set, but the contents are identical.
A finalist for the 2017 Bram Stoker Award for
Superior Achievement in a First Novel. Deftly written
and utterly addictive, this Western literary horror
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debut will find a home with fans of authors like Joe
Hill, Cormac McCarthy, and Anne Rice. One night in
1980, a man becomes a monster. Haunted by his
past, Travis Stillwell spends his nights searching out
women in West Texas honky-tonks. What he does
with them doesn’t make him proud, just quiets the
demons for a little while. But after Travis crosses
paths one night with a mysterious pale-skinned girl,
he wakes weak and bloodied in his cabover camper
the next morning—with no sign of a girl, no memory of
the night before. Annabelle Gaskin spies the camper
parked behind her motel and offers the cowboy a
few odd jobs to pay his board. Travis takes her up on
the offer, if only to buy time, to lay low and heal. By
day, he mends the old motel, insinuating himself into
the lives of Annabelle and her ten-year-old son. By
night, in the cave of his camper, he fights an
unspeakable hunger. Before long, Annabelle and her
boy come to realize that this strange cowboy is not
what he seems. Half a state away, a grizzled Texas
Ranger is hunting Travis for his past misdeeds, but
what he finds will lead him to a revelation far more
monstrous. A man of the law, he’ll have to decide
how far into the darkness he’ll go for the sake of
justice. When these lives converge on a dusty
autumn night, an old evil will find new life—and new
blood.
This odyssey into the distant past carries us back to
the awesome mysteries of the exotic, primeval world
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of The Clan of the Cave Bear, and to Ayla, now
grown into a beautiful and courageous young
woman. Cruelly cast out by the new leader of the
ancient Clan that adopted her as a child, Ayla leaves
those she loves behind and travels alone through a
stark, open land filled with dangerous animals but
few people, searching for the Others, tall and fair like
herself. Living with the Clan has taught Ayla many
skills but not real hunting. She finally knows she can
survive when she traps a horse, which gives her
meat and a warm pelt for the winter, but fate has
bestowed a greater gift, an orphaned foal with whom
she develops a unique kinship. One winter extends
to more; she discovers a way to make fire more
quickly and a wounded cave lion cub joins her
unusual family, but her beloved animals don’t fulfill
her restless need for human companionship. Then
she hears the sound of a man screaming in pain.
She saves tall, handsome Jondalar, who brings her
a language to speak and an awakening of love and
desire, but Ayla is torn between her fear of leaving
her valley and her hope of living with her own kind.
This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the
following additional content: • An Earth’s Children®
series sampler including free chapters from the other
books in Jean M. Auel’s bestselling series • A Q&A
with the author about the Earth’s Children® series
Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for
Mystery/Thriller Winner of the Edgar Award for Best
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First Novel When an elderly recluse discovers a
corpse on his land, Officer Henry Farrell is drawn
into a murder investigation that might tear his sleepy
community apart. Tom Bouman's chilling and
evocative debut introduces one of the most
memorable new characters in detective fiction and
uncovers a haunting section of rural Pennsylvania,
where gas drilling is bringing new wealth and eroding
neighborly trust. Dry Bones in the Valley is the first
book in the Henry Farrell series. Tom Bouman's
Officer Farrell returns in Fateful Mornings.
Placed as a stepping stone on the sea route
between Europe and the New East, Cyprus has
always been a meeting place of many cultures.
Though rarely united politically through many
millennia of history - and for extended periods
subject to foreign rule - the island nonetheless
managed to maintain specific and unique identities.
This publication seeks to throw new light on
important aspects of the economy of Cyprus
between c. 700 BC and AD 700 through a concerted
study of the transport amphorae found in and around
the island. These standardised containers of fired
clay were commonly used for shipping foodstuffs
from their places of production to the consumers in
antiquity. Completely preserved or found only in
fragments, such vessels are a prime source of
information about the island's exports and imports of
agricultural products, and ultimately about the
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fluctuations in the economy of Cyprus through a
crucial millennium and a half of her history. The jars
thus contribute both to our undertanding of the
changing intensities of Cypriot connections with
other centres around the Mediterranean and to the
documentation of regional patterning within the
island itself.
Includes also Minutes of [the] Proceedings, and
Report of [the] President and Council for the year,
separately published 1965/66- as its Annual report.
*Named a Garden & Gun and Atlanta Journal
Constitution best book of the year* Winner of the
2020 Thomas Robinson Prize for Southern Literature
"Mesmerizing...He's one of the best living American
writers."--Janet Maslin, New York Times Book
Review From bestselling and award-winning writer
Ron Rash ("One of the great American authors at
work today."--The New York Times) comes a
collection of ten searing stories and the return of the
villainess who propelled Serena to national acclaim,
in a long-awaited novella. Ron Rash has long been a
revered presence in the landscape of American
letters. A virtuosic novelist, poet, and story writer, he
evokes the beauty and brutality of the land, the
relentless tension between past and present, and the
unquenchable human desire to be a little bit better
than circumstances would seem to allow (to
paraphrase Faulkner). In these ten stories, Rash
spins a haunting allegory of the times we live
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in--rampant capitalism, the severing of ties to the
natural world in the relentless hunt for profit, the
destruction of body and soul with pills meant to mute
our pain--and yet within this world he illuminates acts
of extraordinary decency and heroism. Two of the
stories have already been singled out for accolades:
"Baptism" was chosen by Roxane Gay for inclusion
in The Best American Short Stories 2018, and
"Neighbors" was selected by Jonathan Lethem for
The Best American Mystery Stories 2019. And in
revisiting Serena Pemberton, Rash updates his
bestselling parable of greed run amok as his
deliciously vindictive heroine returns to the North
Carolina wilderness she left scarred and desecrated
to make one final effort to kill the child that threatens
all she has accomplished. "A gorgeous, brutal writer"
(Richard Price) working at the height of his powers,
Ron Rash has created another mesmerizing look at
the imperfect world around us.
Includ proceedings of the geological society of
london, the quarterly journal of geological society of
london 1-405 pages.
*Named one of Wall Street Journal's Best Books of
2015 *Selected as a Military Times's Best Book of
the Year “You’re going up the Valley.” Black didn’t
know its name, but he knew it lay deeper and higher
than any other place Americans had ventured. You
had to travel through a network of interlinked valleys,
past all the other remote American outposts, just to
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get to its mouth. Everything about the place was
myth and rumor, but one fact was clear: There were
many valleys in the mountains of Afghanistan, and
most were hard places where people died hard
deaths. But there was only one Valley. It was the
farthest, and the hardest, and the worst. When
Black, a deskbound admin officer, is sent up the
Valley to investigate a warning shot fired by a nearforgotten platoon, he can only see it as the final
bureaucratic insult in a short and unhappy Army
career. What he doesn’t know is that his
investigation puts at risk the centuries-old
arrangements that keep this violent land in fragile
balance, and will launch a shattering personal
odyssey of obsession and discovery as Black
reckons with the platoon’s dark secrets,
accumulated over endless hours fighting and dying
in defense of an indefensible piece of land. The
Valley is a riveting tour de force that changes our
understanding of the men who fight our wars and
announces John Renehan as one of the great
American storytellers of our time.
The Blackwell Companion to American Regional Literature is
the most comprehensive resource yet published for study of
this popular field. The most inclusive survey yet published of
American regional literature. Represents a wide variety of
theoretical and historical approaches. Surveys the literature of
specific regions from California to New England and from
Alaska to Hawaii. Discusses authors and groups who have
been important in defining regional American literature.
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substantial work, M. J. Hambrey and W. B.
Harland have assembled essays by leaders in the field of prePleistocene glacial research. The work's various chapters
review in depth the glacial records of Africa, Antarctica, Asia,
Australasia, Europe, and North and South America.
Private investigator Earl Marcus thought he’d conquered his
demons after vanquishing the malevolent spirit of his
fundamentalist preacher father—but now, he must face
something much more terrifying than the devil he knew. Earl
Marcus found new hope after confronting the unspeakable
evil unleashed by his father’s fundamentalist Church of the
Holy Flame. Now plying his trade as a private investigator in
the North Georgia mountains, he’s drawn once again into a
dark abyss of depravity, and murder. Tasked with what
seems like a routine job, Earl stumbles into a mysterious
cornfield where an old mountain legend appears to have
awakened. Just as he begins to hear rumors of a place in the
woods behind a dark cornfield where a killer collects human
skulls, his partner Mary Hawkins vanishes. As the litany of
terror grows, the poisoned spirits of Earl’s past return to
claim their final victims. And on an old train trestle over a swiftrunning river at the edge of a cornfield Earl will confront his
worst fears. Time is running out for Mary—and unless Earl can
wrest her from the control of a secretive cabal comprised of
some of the area’s most elite—and wealthiest—citizens, she
could be lost to him forever in In the Valley of the Devil, the
second harrowing installment of the Earl Marcus mysteries by
Hank Early.
Twenty years after his father is murdered outside a rundown
motel near their ruined Ohio mill town, college dropout Dalton
Hartwell leads a quiet life of denial and repressed rage. He
spends his days working as an on-call maintenance man for
an apartment complex, where he lives and cares for his dying
mother. But when a letter arrives one day, notifying him that
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Lareaux,
just a boy, has been paroled from prison, it sets Dalton on an
obsessive, uncertain journey in pursuit of the truth
surrounding the tragic event. Meanwhile, as Lareaux
prepares for his release and tries to mend his fractured
relationship with his estranged daughter, Ellie, he finds
himself bound by blood to a vicious criminal organization, who
plans to collect on his debt in unforeseen ways. As the lives
of these three characters converge and become entangled, a
current of deception and despair pull them toward a violent
confrontation, from which their only hope of escape is to join
together in a desperate fight for survival. Set amidst the blight
and devastation of the American Rust Belt, Undone Valley is
a grim, gritty novel about the secrets of the past, how they
shape and direct the course of our lives, and the brutal truths
that are better left buried. "In Undone Valley, William R.
Soldan achieves a thoughtful balance of the raw and dirty
reality of poverty, addiction, and incarceration, with the
tenacity and hope of his unforgettable characters. The result
of this careful equilibrium is a heartbreaking story of the
power of time to heal, but also to fester and stoke. I left this
novel feeling like I actually knew these people, and this place,
and for me there is no higher praise. Soldan is a master
craftsman." -Meagan Lucas, author of Songbirds and Stray
Dogs "William R. Soldan's debut novel is full throttle brutal
grit, dark thrills, and wild truths. A lot of writers have taken on
rustbelt noir, the dying Ohio, but Soldan understands the
place like no other. He's come into his own with his latest
book, a modern gut punch. He understands the graveyards of
buildings. The promises lost in their shattered glass, and the
whispers of lives long lost in the growing, brittle, grass that
engulfs them. Soldan inhabits this rag-tag collection of
characters that take you on a savage journey through the
Undone Valley." -Frank Reardon, author of Nirvana
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Haymaker
Loud Love on the Sevens and Elevens
"William R. Soldan does what very few writers are able to do:
he writes about ugly realities in a way that's not just skillful,
but brutally beautiful, leaving the reader breathless. Undone
Valley is a blazing testament to that very fact." -Stephen J.
Golds, author of Say Goodbye When I'm Gone and Always
the Dead "So much crime writing and Grit Lit seems bent on
showing off just how tough and mean and lowdown it is. But
William R. Soldan's Undone Valley doesn't need to show off.
It comes by its grit naturally, with a flinty grace that permeates
this beautiful, festering novel right up through its apocalyptic
climax. When it comes to true grit, Soldan is the real deal."
-Joey R. Poole, author of I Have Always Been Here Before
From the author of The Farm, this is the story of twentieth
century working-class England through four generations of a
Yorkshire mining family
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